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Abstract:
The goal of this research is to synthesize and characterize thermotropic bent-core liquid crystals of varying polyfluorinated tails to develop new phases of matter. Liquid crystalline phases exhibiting negative Gaussian
curvature have potential in renewable energy applications, semi-conductor, and zeolite applications. The characterization of these novel liquid crystals assist in predicting mesogenic behavior and advancing applications
for these unique materials. Phase structures currently being identified include bicontinuous cubic phases (“sponge phases”), isotropic chiral conglomerates, and helical nano-filament phases. The exploration of
aforementioned molecules macromolecular form will give a greater insight and improved model of bent-core liquid crystalline behavior and introducing these phases into application.
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Results:

Discussion:

Polarized Light Microscopy (PLM)

The results from analysis of this compound from PLM, freeze fracture/TEM,
and x-ray diffraction have provided little insight into the true nature of the
“Dark Phase”. While the PLM data suggest that there is a complete lack of
anisotropy within the phase, both the Freeze fracture/TEM and XRD suggest
a range of periodicities present in the material. Furthermore, the periodicities
that are observed in the FF-TEM and XRD data sets are not in agreement.
The presence of three distinct periodic regions in FF-TEM at 7, 11, and 20 nm
cannot be explained or verified with the consideration of alternative data. The
main peak within the XRD data correlates to periodicity at ~4 nm which is
shorter than the molecular length of the material.

PLM analysis of the [4.2.2.2] tail material (W622)
has definitively shown that the “Dark Phase” which
is of the highest characterization priority grows in
at ~160 ºC and melts at ~210 ºC. The sample in
this temperature range was analyzed while lying
flat and at a slight tilt to show that the phase is
absolutely isotropic.
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Materials Synthesized:
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of the B4(mod) phase is ~ 46.2Å (q1 = 0.136). Such layer expansion
at the B1 – B4 transition is fully consistent with the classic B4
behavior. However, for previously studied B4 phases only one peak
is observed for the B4 layers, while for all of the 1(n) homologues
the B4(mod) phase exhibits three peaks (Figure 2d). The scattering
vectors (q) of peaks 1, 2, and 3 (on increasing q) are related as q3 =
SQRT (q12 + q22), suggesting two different electron density waves in
a rectangular lattice.
In the above XRD experiments the peak half width at half height
(HWHH) for the major layer peaks is instrument resolution limited
for both the B1 and B4(mod). However, High-resolution XRD
experiments (Brookhaven Synchrotron) run on powders of diester
1(14) show an instrument resolution-limited HWHH in the B1
phase, consistent with the expected long range layer ordering
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Figure 2. Data is for diester 1(9): a) Photomicrograph of the B1
texture seen by POM with crossed polarizer and analyzer (207°C,
4µm glass cell, at 50x magnification); b) Log plot of the small angle Xray diffraction intensity (I, a.u.), vs. scattering angle q for the B1
phase; c) Nearly optically isotropic texture observed for the B4(mod)
phase by POM at room temperature; d) Small angle XRD log plot for
the B4(mod) phase showing three well-resolved peaks with
sequentially lower scattering intensity with increasing q (q1 ~ 0.136, q2
-1
~ 0.158, and q3 ~ 0.198 Å ). The very broad and weak fourth peak
-1
centered around q ~ 0.24 Å is interpreted as resulting from a small
amount of crystal phase, while the relatively large peak at q ~ 0.273
-1
Å is the second harmonic of q1; e) Photomicrographs of the crystal
phase of 1(9) with analyzer and polarizer uncrossed, showing weak
circular birefringence in hetereochiral domains (room temperature).

(above) The family of materials that were synthesized for characterization.
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(left) Phase transition data for [4.2.2]
and [4.2.2.2] . The phase
of interest being the “Dark Phase”
which has yet to be determined. The
other materials have been syntheisized
and results from those materials are
pending.
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(left) TEM image for W622 ([4.2.2.2]
bent –core material). Striations in the
material reflect periodicity forming
within the bulk material. This data does
not support results from PLM which
reflected a completely isotropic phase
structure along all molecular
oreientations.

X-Ray Diffraction (XRD)
Powder x-ray experiments show
weakly periodic behavior at
approximately 4 nm. The data
shows strong periodicity that
exists within the materials
crystalline phase and appears
to diminish as the material is
heated. The peak is still present
during the “Dark Phase” which
has a phase temperature
ranging from 160 ºC to 210 ºC.
The x-ray data shows the
existence of the signal from 170
ºC to 180 ºC.
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Conclusion & Future Work:
Bent-core liquid crystals with perfluorinated aliphatic and perfluoropolyether
moieties were synthesized and analyzed using PLM, FF-TEM, and SAXS XRD.
The material has several liquid-crystalline phases including an uncharacterized
phase that exists from 160 ºC to 210 ºC which is of interest. The results from
the implemented analytical methods do not reveal any details as to the
structure colloquially known as the “Dark Phase”. While the FF-TEM data
suggests a possible 2D lamellar structure the isotropy observed in PLM
suggests that this is not the case. Furthermore, the periodicities observed at 7
nm, 11 nm, and 20 nm in the FF-TEM data are in disagreement with the large
peak at ~4 nm seen in the XRD data set. In total, every set of data acquired for
this material has provided a different result leading to the conclusion that more
analysis is required to make a statement about the “Dark Phase” structure.
Further analysis includes synchotron small angle x-ray diffraction, and resonant
x-ray diffraction to double check higher order at extremely small Q values.
Current theories suggest that the small ranges which higher order structural
assembly may be existing in is not being probed effectively. These experiments
will be performed at the Lawrence Berkeley National Lab during the summer of
2016.

(top) correlation distance vs. temperatur eplot(below) X-ray
diﬀraction data for W622 at its mesogenic
phase range temperatures.

The data for the other materials synthesized for this research are still pending
and will be arriving soon. It is uncertain if other perfluorinated bent-core
materials will shed light on the “Dark Phase” or if any of the other materials
will actually exhibit a similar phase. Further studies within the homologous
group are focused on creating “asymmetrically substituted bent-core materials
with “mixed and matched” perfluorinated aliphatic and polyether moieties.
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